1. (Grand) I love the different unique restaurants and stores. 2.I dislike the chain stores - they take away from the character of the neighborhood.
1. (Grand) some very nice restaurants on this stretch (Boot/Shoe, Camino, etc.) would love to see Grand Fare thrive. ikaros is great. 2. Lakeshore
is my favorite area. Introduction of TJs was a blessing. Would love to see a parklet near Arizmendi. 3.(Lake Park) Sort of mixed area. Kwik way is
sort of wasted space. Don't really feel great about Wing Stop.
1. (Grand) Wide and windy. Doesn't work for strolling the way Lakeshore does. Not enough pleasant hanging out places, like Peets, although
things seem to be improving. Too spread out or something. 2. (Lakeshore) Very crowded sometimes, but it's fun and shops are nicely varied. 3.
(Lake Park) Needs easier access to park and parking on south (nearest to 580) from north side. Crosswalks are too far from one another and
jaywalking
is parking,
rampant.so I can't get to the mom and pop vibe shops....not so much a problem up near Piedmont, but near 580 2. Lakeshore...more
1. Grand, no
corp feel, but restaurants are fantastic, parking a challenge, and the illegal U turns and double parking make driving there unless I have a store to
visit something I won't do...Lakeshore Natural is great, too, and I go there weekly 3. Lake Park...I like the Splash Pad, but it could use a mobile
coffee/pastry cart so we can use the space to socialize....it is kind of barren, and the bar down there is kinda scary, and all the food there except
gelato sucks
1. too many nail salons, not enough shops/restaurants 2.parking is very difficult. Too many personal service places, like the wax place! 3.dirty
A key concern is bicycle safety on Grand Ave. from Splash Pad Park to Mandana; this street segment is treacherous for cyclists, especially during
the weekend.
Ace hardware is the best shop ever. Did not know how outstanding wild weeds (?) hair salon was till recently and they are just terrific. We have
already ordered cakes and tarts from the French place and I actually love the nail salons too! The bookstore is amazing. I buy my glasses every
other year from grand lake and I love boot and shoe.
Ace Hardware, Grand Fare, The Alley Grand Ave is unattractive, bad drivers, and no parking. Lakeshore is delightful, attractive unlike Grand Ave
which is a garbage can. Lake Park is a big zero. Saving grace is the Wing Stop, the post office, and the Grandlake Theater. I don't know if it is
possible to put lipstick on a pig.
All 3 areas - like the variety of stores and lack of chain stores. Lake Park is a little desolate feeling in the middle.
All are nice, and offer good shopping/eating options. Lakeshore feels like the most pleasant of the three, perhaps because it seems like a smaller
street (i.e. less feeling of cars zooming by as you walk).
All are nice, but they would be much better with less crime.
All great. No complaints at all.
All of these roads are massively overbuilt and include giant waste of space parking. Lakeshore and grand near the theater and park especially
could use further road diets, separated bike lanes and wider sidewalks. This is the center of a dense residential area that thousands of people
could walk to if it were safer
All specified areas need more public parking. Lack of parking keeps pedestrians and shoppers away from neighborhood.
All three areas are great and complement each other. Parking, however, is still tough, so additional parking would be helpful. Sometimes residents
cannot get parking spots close to their homes.
All three of those strips are frustrating because it's a huge waste to have 1-2 story buildings fronting Grand and Lakeshore. It's one of the most
walkable neighborhoods in the city, every commercial building in the area should have several floors of apartments above the ground floor.
All three should have wider sidewalks, and you shouldn't need to press a button to cross the street.
Appreciate the neighbor hood very much. Especially like the range and quality of restaurants as well as urban ore and walden pond bookstore.
Lake Park used to feel unsafe but now is much more comfortable. I miss the burrito shop.
Appreciate the neighborhood and community feeling of each of these areas...passionately dislike the traffic and congestion. Way too many cars!!
Arizmendi's
As a whole, I like the area, just not the crowds, lack of parking, paying to park discourages me from supporting local businesses.
Bars with smokers outside like Cana.
Broadly the whole place looks ratty. I mean architecturally. In my mind it would be great to keep most of the interior and content of the restaurants
and vendors but when you compare the storefronts and streets to similarly scaled places in other Bay Area cities it appears, filthy, lacking in
maintenance, and frankly as if the whole place needs a steam cleaning. I hesitate to name a comparable because I will likely be criticized -- but
Palo Alto doesn't look ratty nor does Walnut Creek. Mom and pop businesses are fine but so are some larger known businesses. Maybe the
problem is the landlord. I say this after having lived in the neighborhood for over 20 years. And from my view it has never changed. If all I can do is
buy food at the farmers market then that means I am taking my dollars elsewhere.
Chain stores and restaurants are minuses (Gap, WingStop, Chipotle). Small businesses are good! Another watch/jewelry store would be good.
Crossing the street as a pedestrian (with kids in tow) can be scary, especially at the 580 on ramp at Grand.
Difficult parking
Dislike diagonal parking. Dangerous for bikes, dangerous for cars that have to back out semi-blindly
DISLIKE Grand Avenue: TOO many nail salons - it's ridiculous.
Dislike: Grand Avenue up to 580 -- dirty sidewalks and store fronts Lakeshore from 580 up to Mandana -- too many garbage cans, dirty
sidewalks Lakepark to Lakeshore & Grand -- dirty sidewalks Many merchants show no pride of place, e.g. gas station on Lakeshore & 580...
Dislike: traffic, congestion, theft Like: general scenery
Dislike: Too many cellphone stores, of course. Sidewalks are dull gray, uneven. In short, a bland streetscape. More frequent trash pickup. More
attractive street lighting. Better clearer & larger street signs and directions. Like: Diversity of restaurants. Mom and pop shops. In general, it
seems a pleasant and safe place to be. We have lived here long enough to appreciate how empty the sidewalks were when we move in and how
the neighborhood now is crowded and thriving. Our likes far outweigh our dislikes.
Dislike: Trash, weeds, dirty sidewalks, broken sidewalks make it especially treacherous for the elderly, homeless and mentally ill, petitioners are
often aggressive and critical if you don't stop to talk/donate. Love: everything else. Really-this is an amazing and wonderful neighborhood!
DISLIKES: 1. Parking rates too high 2. The centralized meter stations are an abomination and always leaves one uneasy that a ticket will be
issued before he can return with his meter receipt. 3. Panhandlers and "informal," non-registered charity solicitors.
Dislikes: no free parking, solicitors, cars & delivery trucks that block one full lane to pick-up/deliver or double park.
Diversity of shops and restaurants, lack of chain stores.
Don't dislike anything
Don't love the number of chains on Lakeshore. Also, some of the storefronts could be better cared for.
Don't need national chains like T-Mobile, ATT and Verizon. I'd prefer we have more small businesses of any sort
Each what? Each area? I like the food and Grand Lake theater primarily. My regular spots are Colonial Donuts, Bank, Theater, Yogurt, Gelato,
Trader Joe's
Everyone hates the congestion and sever lack of parking!
Excellent community goods and services. Hard to park at peak times
Feel Lakeshore is more "put together". A nicer walking area with better choice of stores and restaurants. Always seems busy but comfortable.
Feels like the areas could be better connected with green space and there should be better planning as to which businesses should be added. In
addition, more attention is needed to levels of upkeep and cleanliness. It doesn’t appear that the Grand Lake commercial district is very proud of
their area. I've lived and been to many metropolitan areas that were better planned, safer and cleaner.
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the in and out parking lot movement at Kwik Way can be dicey
Generally has good mix of food, coffee, clothing and other retail shops. Like outdoor eating spots at pocket parks and what Grand Fare market
had. Too many nail shops,
Good as is
Good food choices
Good restaurants with reasonable prices. Too many hair/nail salons
Grand - It just feels established, it feels like Walden books anchors everything. Lakeshore - love the variety of shops and restaurants. It feels
really family-friendly. I REALLY dislike how drivers do U turns all over the road! Lake Park - it'd be great to have the cross walk by Quik Way have
lights or some sort of prominent signaling when a person is there.
Grand - love the mix of new and old, great restaurants from fancier like boot and shoe to sushi boat which the kids love. Great book store and I
am happy I can still get my nails done, but now we have other retail as well. New French bakery is awesome!! Lake park - not as pedestrian
friendly, especially at night. Lakeshore - lots of useful places to shop from trader joes to silver moon, toy store, Arizmendi and I love bistro
Michel. Great pedestrian feel - always very active
Grand - So proud to live off a street that offers so much. Walden Books, wonderful food options, The Alley, second hand clothing and furniture it's all great! Lake Park - I like the convenience of post office, looking at the bakery cakes, the salsa crowd on Sunday afternoons Lakeshore Love Arizmendi and the opportunity to run into my neighbors on this bustling street. I dislike all the chain stores, why are there so many cell phone
carriers? Would love a bike lane on this street too.
Grand - wide commercial street, good restaurants, love the theater Lakeshore - can walk from my house, trader joes, arizmendi, peets, drug
stores Lake park - currently often looks trashy, poor traffic control, bottleneck in the morning and evenings. More residential units? What is that
going to do? And what about parking for the bank? Is it going to make commute hours and the commute worse?
Grand age is developing beautifully. More greenery or sidewalk searing would make it even better. It is distinguished fro lakeshore by lack of
chains. May it ever be so! Lake park would be nicer if that ugly quick way were replaced by a lovely development.
Grand and Lakeshore are great. Lake Park still has some of the same issues with a couple spotty zones, some trash and sidewalk issues and
some undesirable chain restaurants.
Grand and Lakeshore both weaken at Mandana and past. There are several buildings or commercial space that appear unused/under utilized.
Grand is more of a 'professional offices' feel like doctors, insurance, etc and Lakeshore is a bit more of a food & buying feel. I don't really like how
many phone stores we have on Lakeshore...it doesn't really interest local residents and I feel like it doesn't incite repeat shopping visitors, you
only need to visit a phone store in-person infrequently.
Grand Ave - Love the creative, thriving small businesses. Wish there was more public green space accessible somehow. Lakeshore - Access to
the small selection of chain businesses (Peets, Trader Joes, Starbucks, Chipotle) is definitely useful, and they don't overwhelm like they would in a
strip mall. 4-lane road is overwhelming and uninviting to non-drivers.
Grand Ave could with less nail shops and more beautification
Grand Ave doesn't feel intimate...and perhaps creating parallel parking with buffered bike lanes, or perhaps even wider sidewalks would help,
oddly enough. Lakeshore feels intimate...and leafier (more trees)...has lots more foot traffic. Lake Park is my least favorite..all because of the
freeway. It's too noisy. If we want to think "big", let's work to tunnel the freeway so we're reconnected to the lake.
Grand ave doesn't have enough shops to walk around so you there for specifics, lakeshore is great but just that 1 block- would benefit from some
outdoor seating
Grand Ave from 580 up still a bit funky on both sides of street in the area near the theater.
Grand Ave has improved dramatically. We need a really good ice cream store over there. Let's hope the Grand Fare Market can survive but I'm
still not sure it is the right thing. Lakeshore - good all the way; a nice mix of everything for one stop shopping Lake Park - don't spend much time
there except for Sat market and the USPS and movie theater.
Grand Ave has many restaurants that are varied and some retail like book stores and clothing stores. Lakeshore has so many exercise places to
try and coffee chains. Lake Park has more food!
Grand Ave has nice wide streets with bike lanes and room for walkers. But more spread out too. Lakeshore has too much traffic. Not bike friendly.
But more condensed which is nice for walking.
Grand Ave is hard to walk -- just not friendly and I'm not sure why. More trees would help, fewer nail salons for sure. Better quality restaurants.
Love Lakeshore. Except why cannot Starbucks/Noah's control their garbage? Sometimes it feels like there's an NYC garbage strike happening.
The huge number of cans in front of Arizmendi also is off-putting. Who wants to sit and eat w/i 5' of garbage? Lake Park, though park is much
improved, still not friendly to walk. More, bigger trees on the opposite side of the street. Slower traffic on Lake Park. Both Grand and Lake
Park need less grime, less noise. I wonder if anything can be done to ameliorate the freeway noise?
Grand Ave needs to clean itself up a bit to keep pace with Lakeshore. Some storefronts are too 1970s and need updating. And Uhuru is an
eyesore, never mind its values (I will never forgive that place for supporting Lovelle Mixon). I've lived in area for nearly 30 years and I have no
thoughts of walking down Grand like I do Lakeshore.
Grand Ave positives: the Ace nursery (might technically be over the line into Piedmont), the fact that there is a parking lot, my nail salon, Grand
Lake Theater, Ikaros Greek restaurant, Boot and Shoe. Grand Ave negatives: the bars don't seem clean/inviting, so I don't go to them, several of
the restaurants aren't very good Lakeshore positives: love the vibrant pedestrian life and mix of businesses here (much more so than Grand).
Love that there is a parking lot, love the small businesses like Arizmendi, Lin Jia, Colonial, and Greetings, love what the bigger chains like Trader
Joe's and Walgreens add as well (because I can really keep my shopping local.) Lakeshore negatives: People making illegal U-turns across the
double yellow in the hunt for parking. I also wish there were more restaurants offering a modern/fresh take on their chosen cuisine (a la Lin Jia). I
have to admit that I don't eat at several of the restaurants along Lakeshore even though I live within walking distance... Lake Park positives:
Gelato Firenze! Lake Park negatives: Lack of other businesses I'm interested in, general feeling that that section is less safe at night, maybe
because of lack of foot traffic
Grand Ave stores have really improved, yet I prefer to linger on Lakeshore. Feels more intimate (maybe the trees?). Lake park and Santa Clara feel
too busy
Grand ave to 580: I like the bookstore, coffeemill, and restaurants plus the Oakland acunpunture project Lakeshore to mandana: Arizmendi,
restaurants like Spectro, coffee, trader joes! Late night doughnuts cell phones...we go there a lot Lake park: movies, gelato, salsa, and food
Grand Ave to Piedmont border: Love the Alley and Ace Hardware are my faves. Oh, and of course the Grand Lake Theater. Parking is a problem.
Lakeshore: My go to street. Peet's Coffee, Top Dog, ATT phone store, Wells Fargo, Trader Joe's, Ike's shoe repair. Oh, almost forgot, Greetins
and Urban Indigo. I can walk there from my house, and I do, everyday. Parking can be a challenge but there is always the top of the Trader Joe's
parking lot. Lake Park Lake Shore to Grand: Kind of a nothing block. Really unattractive and uninviting. Could not live without the post office and
the Wing Stop. Oh, big shout out to the Grand Lake Theater. It's the crown jewel of the Grandlake neighborhood and a venue everyone is so
proud of.
Grand ave--needs more trees to feel like lakeshore. Needs some destination shops. Lakeshore--mostly approve but starting to feel like a strip
mall. Don't really shop lake park except for posting five. kwik way really makes the street very disjointed.
Grand Ave: Great food options. Bad parking and not as Pedestrian friendly. Lakeshore: Love walking this district, picking up food for home,
eating out. Our car was broken into twice. Lake Park: Farmer's market and Cana. Always feels dirty, sidewalks are full of old gum, uneven
pavement, feels run down.
Grand Ave: restaurants (Boot & Shoe, Grand Fare, Neecha, in particular!), art galleries Lakeshore: restaurants (Lin Jia, Shakewell, Arizmendi),
Urban Indigo; dislike the Chipotle, Gap, and cell phone stores Lake Park: post office, Grand Lake Theater, Cana, bus lines, farmers market; wish
that traffic was a bit more organized for both cars and bikes/pedestrians but it's such a busy throughway. Wish that people would at least respect
the KEEP CLEAR area right before the lights for the turn to/from Walker Ave, at least!
Grand ave: variety of stores from old to new and walkability Lakeshore: same as above; and lots of good restaurants Lake park: we love the
theater, do not like how it is a thoroughfare for the freeway making it hard to walk across
Grand Ave.: Good food, but not as walkable Lakeshore Ave.: Nice mix of restaurants and retail, walkable, but horrendous traffic violations -- I
cannot go two minutes without seeing an illegal left-hand turn across the double-yellow lines. This street needs traffic enforcement it a permanent
barrier to stop illegal turns. I have two daughters under five. It's only a matter of time before a car, bike, person gets hurt. The garbage cans in
front of Starbucks/Noah's are a huge eyesore. Lake Park: Nice, but underutilized area. The parking should be better advertized/utilized. Except
for farmers' market, hardly anyone parks under the freeway.
Grand Avenue - it used to very sleepy and has improved so much in the past 2-3 years. It has a great walking vibe, but the stuff beyond Mandana
doesn't have as much connectedness??? Lakeshore to Mandana - i love the vibe - i basically do all of my shopping here. (except for the lack of
the burrito shop - not a fan of Chipotle) Lake Park - weird mix - it's basically the fast food corridor and feels pretty forgotten. but i walk it a few
times a week.
Grand Avenue - like Oak Common, Walden Books, Grand Fare, Safeway, Grand Ave Ace Nursery Lakeshore Avenue - Arizmendi, Walgreens,
Urban Indigo, Lakeshore Natural Foods, Adventures toy store, Main Squeeze, Verizon, Beauty Center Lake Park - Grand Lake Theater,
Grand Avenue feels disjointed and a bit rundown (although it has improved in recent years) Lakeshore is more vibrant.
Grand Avenue from 580 up to the Piedmont line + a bit of Santa Clara----I love Coffee Mill, the two car repair shops are good, the bookstore, the
two Thai restaurants, Ace Hardware. There is a little bit of street parking up toward the Safeway. Not enough parking down closer to Lake Park. I
dislike that there aren't enough trees and flowers. Lakeshore Ave is much prettier because they have more of each. Lakeshore Avenue from 580
up to Mandana----Most of the restaurants, Peets, Starbucks, Arizmendi, the greengrocer, the beauty supply place, the card store up near
Starbucks, Trader Joe's, Walgreen's, Top Dog. Good Vibrations is incredibly tasteful. I LOVE the little sitting area in the corner of the Trader Joe's
parking lot next to the sidewalk. Lots of trees and planters of flowers on the street. Subway and frozen yogurt don't really detract from what's
pretty there, but they don't really add anything either. It is VERY good that Trader Joe's, the two pharmacies, and the 76 station are on the corner
because they would really be ugly in the middle of the block in the middle of all the pretty shops and restaurants. Lakeshore is a beautiful street to
stroll on, and it would be ugly if we had to pass a neon pharmacy or gas station in the middle of it. Lake Park from Lakeshore to Grand----BEST
movie theater around! Gelato shop and Lanesplitter. Mmm. Splashpad Park! Especially the metal planks with people's names. Merritt Bakery food
is terrible, but the building is still charming. I love the convenient parking lot, and around the corner is Holy Land. Dislikes----ugly phone stores.
Grand Avenue from 580 up to the Piedmont line + a bit of Santa Clara: Rich retail experience combined with residential density Lakeshore Avenue
from 580 up to Mandana: Retail options, although lately this stretch has been becoming more corporate and less vital as small, local businesses
have been priced out of the rental market Lake Park from Lakeshore to Grand: VERY dangerous intersection at Lake Park and Walker, where cars
turning right onto Lake Park from Grand are allowed to turn left onto Walker; either there should be a light at this intersection or no left turn from
Lake Park onto Walker should be allowed Also, the area surrounding Kwik Way can feel a bit sketchy at times, although the presence of the
Cuban restaurant helps, but too many drivers don't look for pedestrians before exiting the parking lot between Bank of America and Kwik-Way
Grand Avenue has improved significantly since we moved to the neighborhood 14 years ago. I think the placement of several high quality
restaurants has brought the street up as a whole. I don't see a huge improvement happening on Lakeshore. As you probably gathered from my
other comments, I prefer more upscale shopping/look to the neighborhood. So many areas of Oakland are so sketchy at night. I think if we take
out the sketchy businesses, it won't draw that crowd. I was disappointed to see the hot wings place go in on Lake Park and I think it draws a late
night sketchy crowd. As does the KFC. Would love to see that go. I was also disappointed to see Quickly go in to the pizza place. More
businesses like Urban Indigo, a jewel on Lakeshore. I also like Rose Quartz, the Indian restaurant, Top Dog, Chipotle, Arizmendi....all good. As
far as I'm concerned, there are some nice places on both Lakeshore and Grand and they seem to be getting better, but Lake Park is a disaster
and always has been. I feel like all the sketchy elements of Oakland congregate there. Bringing that street up a bit would be a very good thing.
Grand Avenue has improved tremendously in the last few years but has tons of unfulfilled potential. GABA needs new leadership to coordinate
events and improvements. I especially like the fact that it's still mostly independently owned local businesses. AND a special shout-out for Studio
Grand. Lakeshore has some great restaurants and some wonderful independently owned businesses - but they're outnumbered by all the chain
stores I'll never patronize. The BID needs to do more in the way of maintenance, publicity and events. Lake Park has also changed dramatically.
The proposed development at Kwik Way could help complete the revival.
Grand Avenue is lacking in ambiance. Lakeshore Avenue is allowing sidewalk dining to interfere with pedestrian traffic especially on weekends.
Lake Park is simply an extension of the 580 onramp.
grand avenue needs trees, like lakeshore angle parking gives too much space to cars, yet obstructs traffic through the district need better transit
access
Grand Avenue traffic is horrid after the "road diet" & I tend to avoid it as much as possible now Lake Park is great, love having the post office,
bank, Merritt Bakery, Heart & Dagger with the convenient parking lot Lakeshore is lovely. The stop lights could be timed a bit better but it'sa minor
quibble.
Grand Avenue: Almost all services I need are available, e.g., cleaners, hardware, garden... Lakeshore.. some neat restaurants and coffee house
type of establishments. Glad to have banks, AT&T and similar. Lake Park...other than the Farmers' Market, I don't do much business there. Glad
to have the Post Office...a real plus.
Grand Avenue: My favorite things are some of the older retailers that have been able to make it -- especially Walden Pond Bookstore, which is an
absolute gem. I appreciate the growth of restaurants but wish there were more variety in both cuisine and price point. Lakeshore Avenue: It is
too crowded. I am fortunate that I can walk when I need to go to Lakeshore but I otherwise avoid it. It is convenient to have drugstores in the
neighborhood. Shakewell is a terrific addition, too. Lake Park: I like having a post office in our neighborhood but wish it had more staff. There
always seem to be long lines when I need to be there. The Grand Lake Theater is a mainstay that I love.
Grand Avenue: Even with the road diet, Grand from 580 to Piedmont needs more greenery, places to stop (incl. parklets), adequate and consistent
street trees, graciousness, bicycle and scooter parking. Lakeshore Avenue: Despite recent tepid improvements, sidewalks too narrow, lacking in
places to stop (incl. parklets), adequate and consistent street trees, graciousness, bicycle and scooter parking. Lake Park: Despite recent tepid
improvements, lacking places to stop, adequate and consistent street trees, roadway is way over-wide for its function or for traffic needs, needs
stronger connections to Splash Pad Park, needs bicyce and scooter parking.
Grand Avenue: Has useful businesses (hardware store, nursery, bookstore), I'm nonplussed by what feels like a lot of upscale bars and
restaurants Lakeshore: like the produce markets, coffee shop culture, and heavy pedestrian use, dislike the large chain stores (Gap, Footlocker,
multiple huge pharmacies) which lack neighborhood character and don't draw much traffic Lake Park: Love watching people dance at Cana,
dislike biking on this street because it lacks bike lanes, there cross traffic with many driveways and competition with buses
Grand Avenue: like that it still has a little small town / local merchant charm left. Lakeshore: Trader Joe's is great. Maybe the tacky donut shop,
too. But, after that the "mall-ification" of Lakeshore just a little sad. Lake Park: is becoming an extension of the mall on Lakeshore. Love having
the post office so close, but damn, can't they staff that place any better? Long lines no matter what time of day you go.
Grand Avenue: Would like to close off the right turn opposite the Grand Lake Theatre to 580. Make that into a small park. Too many dangerous
drivers speeding through there. More parking on both Lakeshore & Grandkake. Suggest rebuilding the lot where Walgreens is with 2 layer parking
and residences above. Also, parking lot in Grand. Double layer parking with residences on top. Clean up the car park on lake park with murals, etc
Grand avenues sidewalks seem haphazard and could use an improved tree canopy and general sprucing up.
Grand is a large, impersonal, car-dominated street. Lakeshore is better. Neither is as welcoming as Piedmont Avenue or College Avenue.
Grand lake needs free parking. Lake Park gets kind of skuzzy/dirty.
Grand Lake Theater, Arizmendi, TJ's, Shakewell, Ikaros, the shoe cobbler in Lakeshore. I wish Lakeshore and Grand had nice medians, more
green. Traffic makes it all feel so grubby. Thank God for the Splashpad. Grand Studio is a great addition!
Grand likes: Walden Books, restaurants Grand dislikes: Few boutiques Lakeshore likes: Boutiques, coffee, Trader Joe's, frozen yogurt Lakeshore
dislikes: The Gap, Chipotle Lake Park likes: Kwik-Way building (current owners have lousy food though), gelato, Heart & Dagger Lake Park
dislikes: Grand Lake Theater has fleas and when I emailed them about getting bitten up they didn't respond
Grand needs that Doug Washington project to take off Lakeshore needs a butcher/fishmonger Lake park..could do without Wing Stop and
KFC...can we get some more real food in there?
Grand still has a ways to go to keep up with Lakeshore - but it always has been behind. We walked Grand last night going to dinner and the
street was dirty, some of the store windows were dirty and uninviting and there were several empty stores.
Grand to Piedmont: like Ace Hardware & garden shop (a bit small though), the liquor store, The Alley. Too may nail shops and hair salons
Lakeshore to Mandana: like the donut shop, the pet store, miss the burrito shop, don't like any of the clothing stores, except the Gap, Peets
Coffee. Dislike: more hair salons, nail shops, other self-indulgent retail businesses , don't like Great Expectations (they belong down on 6th street
downtown) LakePark: miss Kwik Way (the original), like: the open space and parking spaces, Post Office (but NO parking!),
Grand- restaurants, bike shop, (dislike- road diet) Lakeshore- trader joes, restaurants, (dislike- AT&T, Sprint, T-mobile) Lake park- farmers market,
theater,
Grand: like more and more due to improved businesses like Alchemy & clothing shops; Lakeshore: One too many phone stores, some recent
businesses are too affluence oriented - spas and 18/8; Lake Park: Don't like BofA and parking lot exposures and driveways.
Grand: better "niche" businesses. The restaurant, chocolate, clothing, wine, and liquor options. Lake Park: More "services." Movie theater,
postal / shipping, bank. Lakeshore: more standard options: burrito shop, phone vendors, hot dog stand, and so on. I'm a little concerned about
the direction it's going though (e.g. locally-owned businesses like The Burrito Shop being displaced by Chipotle).
Grand: Dislikes - still too many outdated businesses. Way too many hair/manicure style businesses. Likes - slow buildup of newer, contemporary
businesses breathes life into the street Lakeshore: Dislikes - too many hair/wax/manicure businesses. Why, why, why are there 5 wireless cell
phone businesses on Lakeshore alone?? No butcher. No non-chain mexican food a la Cancun/Cactus. and is the European Wax Studio a real
business? Especially for the locals? Likes - mix is otherwise ok but would prefer to see more non-chain specialty businesses/food providers
(thinking 4th street in Berkeley or Rockridge) Lake Park - Love Grand Lake Theater as cornerstone business (!) Disappointed in Kwik Way
business model(s) would prefer it to keep the charm but improve the quality and experience
Grand: Like fine-grained scale of shops--lots of small businesses with a lot of variety and fewer chains than Lakeshore and Piedmont. Love Grand
Lake Ace. Dislike: angled parking; always afraid I will get hit as a biker. Lakeshore: Like great restaurants. Dislike pedestrian crossings, angled
parking. Lake Park: Use this primarily as a connector between Grand and Lakeshore; don't frequent many businesses along the street itself. Hate
the many driveways and streets that make it a nightmare for pedestrians. Crossing Lake Park is also very challenging--drivers rarely stop at the
mid-block crosswalk. This street still needs a lot of work.
Grand: like most of street. A bit more independent feel to retail/services/food, etc. Lakeshore: Like most, though feels more commercial which is
less nice. Lake Park: No sense of neighborhood
Grand: like wide range of shops and restaurants; would like more practical stores (produce, meat) and a late hours cafe. Lakeshore: like number
of restaurants and boutiques Lake Park: like vibrancy; dislike KwikWay and giant dirty parking lot All neighborhoods need more regular trash
clean-up
Grand. Somewhat tawdry except for new restaurants LakesHore excellent. Needs more parking Lake Park. Some of bars too rough. Merritt
bakery Kwak way needs development way underused
Great mix Great restaurants Difficult to park
Hard to walk near Santa Clara. Concerned about proliferation of homeless and no services to help them.
Hate driving down lakeshore. - would actually like to see the road diet extended down Grand and to Lakeshore.
Hate parking on Grand. Will often go elsewhere to not deal with parking hassle on that street
I absolutely love my neighborhood.
I am a native born Oakland senior trying to adjust to the rapid growth.
I am very happy to be able to walk everywhere to get my groceries, go out to eat, etc. I would like to see traffic calming on side streets off Grand,
Mandana and Lakeshore-in particular Walker, Cheney and Rand.
I can walk to everything. Dislike people double parking and making illegal turns to get to parking spaces
I dislike the non-local chain stores on Lakeshore (i.e. The Gap, Fiit Locker, etc).
i dislike the parking situation, fines and metering.
I dislike Trader Joe's, too small
I don't like gentrification, or the hanhs.
I don't like the older shops on Grand that frankly look quite sad and old. I feel bad saying that, but this neighborhood is on the cusp and could be
really great and interesting if we attract retailers who have a strong design sense and offer interesting things to buy or eat. Lakeshore has a
decent mix of chain and local stores. I wouldn't tilt any further towards chain stores. Love places like Shakewell and Cafe Michel and Urban
Indigo. Keep encouraging places like that on any of these areas.
I don't like the parking. Parking is tricky and expensive.
I don't like the two lanes on lakeshore and grand before mandanna. I also dislike the freeway.
I don't shop in the area because no close
I enjoy Lakeshore the most. I don't like the character as one gets closer to Lake Park -- I am not a big fan of Good Vibrations. Grand has some
excellent restaurants and Walden Pond Books, but it needs to be cleaned up a bit/ patrolled more. There are too many robberies. Lake Park has
some cool stuff, like the saloon and Cana and the theater, but it feels junky because of the fast food places.
I hate all the chains that have gone in on Lakeshore. Like that Grand and LakePark are still mostly local
I hate people crossing the lines on Lakeshore to park on the other side of the street. Means I use Rand to avoid Lakeshore which is not too
pleasant for those residents. Why not install a median strip on LakeShore. And stop the left hand turn into Trader Joe's which blocks traffic on
Lakeshore going south. There is too much traffic coming off Lakeshore exit --- lanes underneath freeway get blocked regularly. Too many nail
places on Grand. Make sure the Kwik Way project allows overflow from restaurants (Cana) --- have a park there.
I hate riding through Lakeshore on my bike. It's a bit crazy with the parking and shared lane. I like being able to walk for groceries and coffee or
out to eat on both streets. I love how much both have changed over the last 12 years. I think making it denser wouldn't be bad.
I hate the road diet. I don't shop along Grand any more and I no longer go to restaurants there either.
I have lived here all my life. As a girl and young woman I lived off Lakeshore on Balfour. I loved the district then, could walk to it, there were
wonderful businesses there then and it was not so overcrowded. I live over the hill on Park Blvd now, so it is still my closest shopping area and I
use businesses on Grand as well. But it has become such a nightmare to navigate safely, I often go to Alameda instead. Yesterday I was in the
Trader Joes parking lot (it was a Sunday) and it was absolutely terrible with angry people, no parking and so I drove all the way to South Shore to
Trader Joes, found immediate parking and had a pleasant shopping experience.
I have lived here for 31 years I love most of it But no more phone companies Stop charging high rents so smaller business can locate here
I have no dislikes on these commercial areas
I just like the double lanes with nose in parking on Lakeshore. I wish there was more parking EVERYWHERE. I love trader joes and the free
community parking there. Wish there was more. I wish that the quik way was bought by the city and provided five stories of free parking so that
we could shop and do business in the area.
I like all
I like all of them... They should power wash the sidewalks more often and the planting along Lakeshore is so hog poge...
I like all three locations and I am glad that Lake Park will be further developed.
I like it all.
I like Lakeshore better, it has always felt friendlier, more accessible. Grand Avenue feels like it's missing something, always has.
I like Lakeshore for the cafes, restaurants and small specialty shops I don't shop Grand as much but the wine bars
I like Lakeshore more since it feels more consistent and is maintained more. Grand still feels more gritty and could benefit from more trees and
greenery. I also would like to see a push by the city for Grand to rezone so that some existing structures are replaced with commercial on ground
level and more residential on the top so that it is a more walkable corridor with more commercial offerings all the way up to the Piedmont line
i like most of the restaurants and businesses. not a fan of places like "t-mobile" and don't know how good vibes stays in business (don't people
buy stuff like that on-line? and how many sex toys does a person need?). i miss the serenader and don't like heart and dagger or other hipster
beougie bars. please no more beer gardens. please, just stop. and that market that used to be monkey road coffee on grand sucks. it is a waste
of space, sells nothing and is overpriced. please find businesses that are affordable and in line with the needs of this neighborhood.
I like that between these areas, we have a library branch, a cool old movie theatre, a Trader Joe's, a Safeway, drugstores, a great bookstore
(Walden), and lots of shops and restaurants. I don't need to drive my car to any of these places - it's all very walkable from home.
I like that First Thursdays were started but I haven't attended one yet. We have a real good mix.
I like that Grand Ave. is becoming a popular destination (it was moribund when I first moved to the neighborhood). Happy to see Lakeshore
become more upscale as well.
I like that it is developing and changing to be more modern. Walkable tree lined streets are vibrant
I like that there are still a fair number of neighborhood serving businesses (i.e. shoe repair, vaccume repair, lakeshore produce). I'm concerned
that the restaurant, salon (nail/waxing/hair), and specialty gift stores will push out neighborhood service businesses. I mostly walk, but parking
and traffic are a challenge in all these areas. The trash and piles of recycling left on the sidewalk are an eyesore -- businesses should be required
to better manage both. The streets are cleaned regularly but the sidewalks are not...and with our proximity to the freeway, they often have a dirty/
sooty feeling to them.
I like that they are different, but complementary. Biggest concern is the lack of parking--parking has worsened significantly in recent years. If we
accept the addition of 50 new residential units we must require new parking as well.
I like that you are able to get the necessities: food at the farmer's market, send things at the post office, and get supplies at the hardware store, as
well as a nice range of options of things to eat from Arizmendi and Colonial Donuts to Ikaros.
I like the areas but dislike the high car traffic and tight corners at Lake Park and Grand/MacArthur and Lakeshore and El Embarcadero/MacArthur/
Lake Park, especially when I'm biking.
I like the density of good shops on Lakeshore, and the way Peets & Arizmendi create a nice area to just hang out with a cup of coffee or a slice &
watch the world go by. We need a pocket park in front of one of them. Although I love Ordinaire & go there as often as I can, and I also eat
frequently at Neecha Thai, Penrose & Boot & Shoe, I don't enjoy walking up & down Grand Ave because it's not pretty & it's got too many crappy
old restaurants & shops that don't add any value to my shopping experience. Plant some trees & add some pocket parks, please! I like Lake Park
on Saturdays, but the rest of the time it's just dead space, except for Cano which has created a lively, lovely scene out front.
I like the diversity and quality (mostly) of the restaurants
I like the diversity of the entire area.
I like the fact that the quality of the restaurants has gone up significantly in the last 5-10 years. The only thing I dislike are the fast food places
along Lake Park such as KFC and Wingstop.
I like the fun new restaurants open, love having a GAP there, parking can be tough, also the sidewalks are a bit dirty and too crowded on
Lakeshore. I'm not sure why it always seems calmer on College near Rockridge. maybe consistent signage and updated paint would do the trick.
I like the Grand Lake Theater for its heritage and unique presence. And the choice of two independent pet vet clinics. Aside from that, I'm too
broke to investigate any non-essential goods or services.
I like the mix of businesses on Grand and Lakeshore. Grand is easier to walk on the weekends as there's less foot traffic. Also like the new French
bakery and Knimble. Lakeshore favorites: Arizmendi, Trader Joes, Greetings, Urban Indigo. Can be very tough to park on Grand. Sometimes we
avoid going there for dinner because it's too challenging to find parking and it doesn't feel safe to park under the freeway.
I like the new bike parking near peet's, more of that would be good
I like the people and how busy and bike friendly is. I don't like how the neighborhood is unwelcoming to new people. We need to bring more
housing and lots of it. A subway line would be nice too.
I like the small town feel of the neighborhood
I like the specialty shops and stores and businesses such as the juice bar, the Bar Method, Lin Jia, Maribel. HATE the European Wax place and
Subway. Lake Park area is dirty and trashy looking...Some parts of Grand Avenue are as well.
I like the variety and individuality of each area. Strive to keep this
I like the variety of all of these areas. The major issue I see is lack of parking. It has made parking for residents very difficult, which could be
somewhat rectified with parking permits. A better solution would be more public parking; maybe a parking garage where the lot is off of Grand.
I like the variety of local businesses. I can get most of my errands done in the district!
I like the variety of restaurants and shops. Parking is a problem - there are times I can't park at all and wind up shopping in Montclair or other
areas.
I like the variety of shops on Lakeshore and Grand. I dislike that Lake Park always has garbage all over the sidewalks. I HATE the fact that this
business district has filthy sidewalks that are black with crud and smell of urine. Can the District but a sidewalk cleaner for the merchants to use
or encourage them to bleach clean their sidewalks every morning. College and Piedmont Avenues are much cleaner and more pleasurable to
stroll and shop.
I like the walkability and variety of what is available in this area
I like the width of Lakeshore Ave better than Grand Ave. It also has businesses that provide outdoor seating adjacent to sidewalks. It makes the
streetscape more lively. I like Lake Park but the road seems more hectic there with cars speeding from turns and off the highways.
I like them all except for the traffic and parking nightmare it creates. As a resident without a garage, street parking has been taken over by
merchant employees and shoppers. I'd like to have residential parking permits issued in the sorrounds game areas.
I like them all, although I'm usually shopping on lakeshore. I usually have my dog and the weekend is usually crowded.
I like them all. I like to get pedicures so Grand Avenue works for me.
I like this area very much. Don't spoil it by making commercial rent too high. Stop tripling rents for Businesses that have been here for 20 years.
That sucks.
I like Walden Pond Books and the variety of restaurants on Grand. Too many hair and nail places. Hope the new Grand Fare Market works out.
I live on Lakeshore and on a daily basis I use Lakeshore services and products. I rarely go over to Grand even though it's right there.
I love grand avenue..the whole thing. It has changed a lot...especially over the past 5 years but it still has some of it gritty charm. The area around
the KFC and the theatre can often be covered with trash near the wastebaskets. I also really wish that there was a crosswalk on Mandana for
people who are walking down Walker ave...or Vermont.
I love it all
I love Lakeshore aND Grand needs more planters.
i love my neighborhood! we (almost) have everything! we are so lucky! my problems are with the trash on sidewalk, overflowing cans, especially
on lakeshore and lakepark. uneven sidewalk on lakeshore is a tripping hazzard. narrow sidewalk on lakeshore where resaturants have seating,
can we expand sidewalk for "parklettes for eating". it is so lovely to have outside dining, and i would never want that to go, but it's tight,
especially Saturdays. And lastly, why are all the bus stops not covered? it is better in summer with heat and winter with rain. The one on lakepark
has no shelter.
I love our neighborhood all around. Great retail, great food and beverage options, excellent specialty shops.
I love that I can come home on Friday and park my car, and I don't have to see it again till I go to work on Monday, because I have just about
everything I need in walking distance: markets, restaurants, theater, lake, stores, post office, banks, etc.
I love the Grand Lake but rarely do I shop the stores bc it's too congested and nc I do not want a parking ticket.
I love the retail areas.
I love the variety of food/restaurant options available. I also like that it is mixed use - restaurants, groceries, banks, boutiques, etc. all mixed
together.
I love the variety of shops and restaurants in the district.
I love the vibe on Lakeshore between Mandana and 580. Grand is getting better. Love GLK.
I love this area. I am generally happy with it
I love TJs and the variety of places to eat and quirky unusual shops. I think there's a need for better parking options.
I no longer shop on Grand Ave because of the almost grid lock. I avoid Lake Park because Pedestrians prevent a right turn onto Lake Park from
Lake Shore and it backs up traffic. Lake Park is a horrible street to walk or drive. I drive through Piedmont to avoid driving up Grand and Lake
Shore. I shop at Trader Joe's but I do not use either street because they are often jammed and parking is hard to find.
I really like that more restaurants and food/wine/eating establishments are popping up on Grand Ave. And although I do get my nails done
occasionally, the number of nail shops is disproportionate (high numbers).
I really love Grand Avenue and how many small businesses there are. I dislike how commercial the Lakeshore side is (the Gap, Chipotle, cell
phone stores, etc.).
I think facades on Lakeshore are more tired and "grungier" than Grand which has improved quite a bit. Lakeshore could look better!
I think I've said enough above.
I wish grand was more developed and that the snobby grand market would be a little more humble and actually stay open. It's a little overboard of
a place.
I would like Grand Ave to have more neighborhood serving businesses (cafes, local shops, produce market, parklets), and fewer offices, nail
salons and massage parlors. can a rezoning help with this issue? I would also like to see Lake Park cleaned up. It's dirty and not too pleasant to
walk on now.
I would like to see wider sidewalks, even if it was at the cost of car lanes or parking.
I'm happy with the neighborhood. Everything I need is in my zip code. As to question 1, I'm not opposed to mixed use of Kwik-way including
residential, but 50 units seems like a lot given the area's already existing traffic problems.
I've lived on the hill above Grand for 24 years.mduringthat time, traffic, and especially parking has gotten so bad tnat I don't even bother trying to
patronize any of my old friends anymore. I never shopped on Lakeshore. It has a totally different feel to it. I go to the BofA and will use that lot
while I am at tne farmers' market--IF I get there before 8:30.
It is a nice, walkable area. The parking is terrible.
It is impossible to get anything done on Grand Avenue unless you do it yourself.
It would be wonderful if the Lakeview school's parking were available again. It's hard to walk 1/2 mile up a hill with all my purchases, and harder
and more frustrating to park in the area on Saturdays.
It's looking better and better each year!
KFC and fast food chains on Lake Park. Gap on Lakeshore.
Lack of parking (especially evenings ) on both Grand & Lakeshore. Agressive homeless persons on Lakeshore North side of Lakepark could use
additional landscaping to to tie in to Splashpad Park more
lack of parking and road diet on Grand makes Lakeshore much preferable
Lake Park Ave is the best!
Lake Park feels a bit grungy, and impersonal with the services there. Lakeshore is the most dynamic, but crowded parking.
Lake Park is getting better. Maybe this mixed use building will increase its cache. The North (?) side of Grand (HR Block side) had some
interesting businesses, but the buildings are attractive or good at activating street traffic. Overall though, Grand is getting MUCH better.
Lakeshore could use a few pocket parks. And expensive tickets for Uturns mid block! It's a car free for all.
Lake Park is often littered and unsightly Would like pedestrian bulb outs on Grand
Lake park is underutilized
Lake park isn't as integrated maybe because of quick way and bank taking so much space and the bar set back. The restaurant/ bars aren't
bringing in lots of people except Cuban place. Not big fan of wings place or KFC. Laleshore is home and more homey maybe because street
feels narrower and less if thru way than grand. It's s great neighborhood thanks to those of you putting your hearts into making it that way. We
need to keep it affordable.
Lake park still a little dangerous feeling at night. I think that will change of new development at kwikway. Bottom of grand--near lake park also
doesn't have best feel to it.
Lake Park to Lakeshore is a joke I like Lin Jia, Bounce Blow Dry Bar, Walgreens, Peets I use the vacuum store. Other than those business, I shop
at Market Hall, Safeway on Claremont avenue and Tarhet in Emeryville. I also frequently shop at Piedmont Grocery
Lake Park- Dislike that it feels so deserted, particularly at night Grand- great mix of restaurants but tough to find parking Lakeshore- too many
chain stores but some great locally owned shops and restaurants
lake park- to hard to access lakeshore has better variety of retailers
Lake shore ave is very crowded, and parking is difficult. Otherwise I like it.
Lakeshore 580-Mandana is our go-to. We especially like Trader Joes, Walgreens, Starbucks, Peet's, Arizmendi, Urban Indigo and all the
restaurants. Lake Park we use for the theater, BofA, post office and farmer's market. Grand is a little more of a destination but excited Grand Fare
Market is open and definitely use the nail shops, Knimble, Walden books, Boot & Shoe and Ace Hardware and nursery, plus One Medical and
Safeway. The 'hood has come a long way in the 14 years since we moved here. Good job!
Lakeshore Ave is such a pleasure to walk along - I think Grand is moving towards that feel with the road diet, but could use some canopy cover.
Lake Park between Lakeshore and Grand has too much car traffic - I'd love to see the eastbound lanes closed, and have traffic (both east and
west bound) limited just to the currently westbound lanes. That would provide more room for the Farmer's Market, as well. Rio de Janeiro does
something similar with their beach road on Sundays: one direction is closed to car traffic (ala Sunday Streets in SF) and walkers/bikers/nonmotorized-transport take over the street for the day. It's wonderful!
lakeshore avenue: I like that the street is narrower and has more trees--makes it feel more like a neighborhood and busier. There's a little bit of
everything in a compact space and there are a lot of places for people to gather and hang out--mostly the outdoor seating at Peets, Lakeshore
cafe and arismendi. There could be more of that. I like that that there are local shops/restaurants (but also like that there are basic, low cost
options such as the gap and foot locker--but it would be even better if there were locally owned businesses that sold these things at low prices). I
love Maribel. The sidewalks could be fixed. Grand Ave: Too wide and commercial stuff too spread out. I like that most everything is local-few
chain stores. I like that there is a range of restaurants and bars from the low end (smittys) to high end (penrose). There could be more outdoor
seating, more places to gather that dont require spending half your paycheck. I dont like that the cars are parked perpendicular to the street.
Lake park: what i like is that its vibrant on the weekends, especially sundays with Cana salsa going on. I like that there are vendors selling things
on the street. I dont like the big parking lots-there seems to be a lot of wasted space. I dont like the (relatively) new open space outside of
TMobile--too much concrete in an area that has no shade. There's those benches that are not inviting in any way. A real improvement I think
would be closing the section of Rand avenue that comes down to Lake Park-making it a pedestrian zone with tables, lounge chairs... (maybe a
ping pong table).
Lakeshore feels the best, i think its the trees and scale of the street. Also, it has a good mix of retail and restaraunts. It's a street that you want to
enjoy. Larger sidewalks in some areas would be nice. Grand ave is too wide, and the sidewalk uninviting cold and dirty. The street diet helps
higher up, but there needs to be more interesting things like parklets, restaurants, outdoor seating and less nail salons. Lake Park feels more like
grand. A little dirty. If kwik way gets developed well it could be a lot nicer.
Lakeshore for its walkability. Grand Ave for the variety of stores there.
Lakeshore has a clean inviting vibe especially on a sunny Saturday morning. Grand lacks intimacy cuz it's so wide, plus it's really dirty on the
theatre end. It has a low rent feel. I don't want to walk around on grand but I do on Lakeshore. The lake park area has improved since Cana came.
It has a fine-outdoors and relax vibe whereas it used to be just a place to get mugged. No more drive thrus like Quikway. They just fill the area
with cars/exhaust/litter. I like that there are a lot of street vendors now in the area on Saturday morning.
Lakeshore has too many chain stores, the sidewalks are always filthy and hazardous for walking due to uneven sidewalks. Street lighting is
insufficient. Grand is funkier but I love the new energy and locally owned businesses. Lake Park is pretty much a disaster, mostly around the
KwikWay, but not a fan of WingStop either.
Lakeshore has too many hair and nail salons.
Lakeshore has too many homeless people that need to be managed. Grand avenue is fine
Lakeshore is a lot more appealing than Grand, probably because there's more parking and it seems more neighborhoody. Plus, when the
business mix is mostly a combination of restaurants and nail salons, it's hard to spend much time browsing. I like Walden Pond a lot.
Lakeshore is great, upper grand past mandana needs more retail of coffee shop bakery etc
Lakeshore is great...Grand Ave is getting better.
Lakeshore is more beautiful, more shops, just more "together." Grand seems to be coming together more & needs to be beautified. The energy
doesn't feel quite as good as Lakeshore.
Lakeshore is more friendly to pedestrians (more plants & narrower). Grand seems to be the hipper option these days (Sole Space, Penrose, Slick
& Dapper).
Lakeshore is my favorite by far. Love Shakewell and Arizmondi. Would have a hard time w/out them!
Lakeshore is nearest me and is trending towards things like European wax and blow dry bars. It's a trend I'm not thrilled with. Hated the vaping
store and glad it's gone. Grand - love walden pond and all the new restaurants. Lake park is least appealing. So much traffic nearby.
Lakeshore is the most pedestrian-friendly. LakePark is shockingly dirty and smelly--it really needs cleaning up. Hate the KFC old grease smell
that fills the air.
Lakeshore needs to be more pedestrian friendly. Learn from Europe - wide sidewalks- TWO LANE STREET in the business district of Lakeshore
Lakeshore needs wider sidewalks, Grand need parklets/more sidewalk seating and bike lanes, Lake Park needs road diet and bike lanes.
Lakeshore seems like it has more than Grand for the neighborhood consumer. The area near Kwikway is sketchy, maybe because of the fastfood
and bar scene. Grand doesn't really have anything I need except the vacuum store.
Lakeshore shopping district sidewalks are too narrow when crowded (but limited options understood), and the trader joes parking lot is a total
mess. Too many dodgy types around kfc/bank/bus stop, on lake park. Too few opd on foot in all 3 areas.
Lakeshore: Fun, lively restaurants and browsable shops. Things you really need like pharmacy, Trader Joes, bakery. Plus decent parking. Grand:
good restaurants and interesting new things, but lousy parking and businesses seem closed off. Lake Park: lousy appeal, glad for P.O.
Lakeshore: Like diversity, newer businesses in area, sideway seating - could use parklets (since parking available by Trader Joes) -Lake Park: Too
many tables being set-up to sell random goods, pan-handling has increased -Grand: Parking largest issue - no option like Trader Joes lot, parking
is largest deterrent to shopping there
Lakeshore: ticket illegal auto turns into parking spaces by crossing double yellow line; otherwise,i frequent often Lake Park: has no identity. Best
thing is to raise all buildings from KFC to corner; recognizing that is impractical, replacement of KWIQ Way with dense housing with commercial
as proposed is good start. Grand: needs foot traffic; has improved in last 5 years.
Like 1. Mijori, Walden Pond Books 2. Good feel, pretty good variety of shops 3. Splashpad Park Dislike 1. Wish the shops near theater were more
functional 2.Sidewalks can be uneven 3. Post office needs renovation
Like grand avenue the least- seems less well kept up; stores not as attractive
Like how the area has changed and become more of a destination in the last 10 years. Do not like the parking situation in any of the areas and
would like to see more places with outdoor seating like Parking inlets.
Like it all. Good variety. Few big chain stores.
Like merchant selection and scale of street on Lakeshore Avenue the best. Retaining a card store (Greetings) is key for us. It draws us there.
Could use a jewelry store again. Also miss the clock store and photos store that were there. More shopping opportunities would be good.
Grand avenue is stronger for eating places. Street could use more amenities (trees). Lake Park is the least desirable. Merchants there are not
so appealing, access is poor. Post office is important to keep.
Like movie theater on Grand. Like second-hand stores on Grand. Like narrow street on Lakeshore. Feels safer than Grand or Lake Park. Like
locally owned shops on Lakeshore and on Grand. Too many nail salons on Grand. Hate frequent traffic violations and illegal turns on Lakeshore
Like on Grand: bike lanes, smal town feel, variety of and friendliness of small businesses Dislike: Lakeshore double parkers
Like restaurant variety Could use some craft supply store Wish some places would renovate some are super out of date
Like the array of shops. Dislike the panhandling, how many years have those kids been trying to go to basketball camp?
like the atmosphere need more parking******* landlords raise the rents so high stores have to close-Burrito shop. This sucks and needs to STOP
Like the community mix. Dislike that there's still lots of crime, car break ins. Need more police. Want a solid coffee place, not Starbucks or Peets
Like the direction grand is heading with new interesting shops like alchemy and wine bar.
like the feel of them all, a bit of both mom and pop type stores and big chains on Lakeshore - glad to have both.
Like the home grown nature of vendors, esp. on Grand Ave. Would like more cut through opportunities between Grand and Lakeshore.
Like the pedestrian orientation and variety of shops and restaurants
Like the variety of all. walkability of all. proximity to all..
Like variety of shops, great restaurants, coffee shops.
Like- variety Dislike-parking
Like, love the area and architecture and people. Cross walks with out signals should have flashing lights. Too, too many nail shops!!!!!!!!!!!!
Like: lots of locally owned, non-national chain retailers
Like: Convenient walk down. Variety of mom and pop stores. Dislike: parking.
Like: diversity of businesses and people Dislike: could be cleaner, buildings could be painted (refreshed) more frequently. Make it look like College
Ave (i.e. Cleaner)
Like: Variety of stores on each block
Likes: 1) My hairdresser is there, Ace (Garden and Hardware), The Star 2) Bistro Michel, Noah's, Peet's, Trader Joe's, Walgreen's, Top Dog,
Urban Indigo, Lin Jia 3) FARMER'S MARKET, of course the Grand Lake, Holy Land. Dislikes? I wish there was no crime......
Likes: US Post Office, restaurants, useful local services such as dry cleaners, hair salons, nail salons, cobbler, bottle shops. Dislikes: Bike
lane=danger when parking, increased homeless presence and harassment, traffic on weekends
Likes: Lakeshore terrific: Trader Joe's, specialty shops. Grand Ave: Comino's, Ace hardware Both: can be hard to find a parking place.
Lots of places to eat, shop
love all the food options. wish there were more parking.
Love all the new businesses popping up. I hate all the cell phone places -- they are depressing.
Love arizamendi. No more fast food, phone stores or nail salons!
Love Arizmendi & the restaurants on Lakeshore and Grand. Don't like the lack of parking, Grand Ave is too wide to be very walkable.
Love diversity of offerings, amazing choice of food, walkability. Sometimes if I drive, parking can be a pain point, but I am mostly anti-car and feel
like parking challenges are karma for my driving instead of walking/biking.
Love Grand because very walkable for me. Wish we had a drug store on Grand, and a Wells Fargo recognize they are all over on Lakeshore).
Like all the rest fine.
Love it all.
Love it all.
Love lakeshore mix of local businesses Grand is also good. Angle parking is a terrible idea
Love my neighborhood! I just think we could take better care of some of the street trees.
Love the entire area.
Love the Grand Lake Theater. Great variety of restaurants Dislike the school closeure Grand Avenue traffic is more problematic with the new
redesign Rush hour traffic exiting 580 is horrible and potentially dangerous
Love the park space Love GrandLake Theater
Love the theater. Parking is the biggest negative, especially on Lakeshore.
Love the variety of restaurants, Trader Joes, and fresh produce market. Nice clothing and toy stores, and second hand clothing and furniture. No
complaints
Love them all equally! Looking forward to oak police allocating resources to traffic patrolling again. The increased prevalence of crazy u- turns and
swerving maneuvers scares me! Let's get folks out of their cars!
Love what's happening to all three areas.
Mandana to Piedmont now needs beautification efforts to complement the calmer setting. It is the widest part of the area streets. Undressed,
the roads width works against cohesion. The implementation of more Complete Streets elements utilizing the median space, etc will lend itself to
a more defined Sense of Place, A BID or equivalent, is needed so that our input and desires for the street's tenants can be proactively
assembled by stakeholders into a sustainable, synergistic mix of venues, and efforts can be made to seek out desired merchants to shape the
vision. The stakeholders should be given a voice in tenant selection. Vitality is a proven result -- Property owners always benefit ultimately with a
higher rent base.
miss the Grand Lake neighbors space which disappeared several (five? six?) years ago Cana is doing a Fantastic job on Lakeshore, the owner
who's abysmalized the green-tile-fronted Beauteous front with awnings/etc should study some architectural history
More cloth shop for men on all of the above. Less chain stores on lakeshore.
More outdoor dining or sitting areas would be great... parklets?
More trees/greenery is needed along both. Strongly support more "pocket parks" and casual sitting areas. Don't need any more fast food places.
Most conveniences are here. There are some threatening transients
Most Grand Avenue store fronts look distressed and not in a good way. There is too heavy a concentration of nail salons.
mostly walkable angled parking slows traffic, adds to air pollution, is dangerous because people don't pay attention, some people will stop traffic
for five minutes waiting for the possibility that someone might be walking to their car to leave.
Much better than they were 20 years ago. Get rid of the KFC.
My favorite tenants places from Grand to Piedmont are: Ace Hardware, Alchemy Bottle Shop, Panorama Frames, Grand Lake Theater, Walden
Pond Bookstore, Ordinaire Wine Shop, Neecha Thai, Grand Tavern, Safeway. I don't like the traffic. It can be intimidating to ride my bike. from
Lakeshore to Mandana: Trader Joe's, Sherman Cleaners, Chipotle, Gap, Verizon Store and both drug stores. I like the family friendliness, street
musicians, the trees. I don't like the traffic particularly around Trader Joes There's not a lot I visit on Lake Park Ave. Mostly the Farmers Market.
And I visit Bank of America and the Post Office occasionally. I don't like the traffic as a pedestrian.
N/a
Need hardware on Lakeshore.
Need more good mid range restaurants. Maybe sushi, vegan.
Need more trees on Grand Ave, might there be a median as phase II of the "diet" and the addition of trees in the median? Lakeshore and Grand.
Better enforcement of red light runners, crosswalk violations, u-turn violations and red zone parking violations. Love the coziness of Lakeshore.
Would like to see better code enforcement of sidewalk repairs on the north side of Lakeshore. Tree roots and other repairs are needed.
Needs better traffic enforcement.
Needs good Hispanic food.
Needs more activity Sidewalks too narrow, I like the activity Too broken up - not good continuity of storefronts
nice library
Nice that the area is bustling. What I don't like…all the nail salons, and the lack of uniformity in the stores' appearances (the storefronts don't
need to be the same, but some are really ratty plus, well-maintained and common facades tend to present a more inviting appearance), and the
buckled and tilting sidewalks (on Lakeshore) need to be replaced.
No comment
No comment
No issue with either.
No traffic regulations for pedestrians to cross Mandana. It has become a very dangerous street.
Not a fan of the over priced boutiques. Many local businesses...ranging from nail salons, furniture stores, quality restaurants and pet stores, that I
appreciate
Not enough affordable rentals. Not enough parking. Not enough beat cops walking around.
Not enough parking on Grand Avenue. I like the garage on Lakeshore. Lake Park parking under the highway is nice.
not enough parking!
Not much to dislike. Sure, we could micro-manage the whole thing, and sure, I'd prefer to see more small businesses (though there are many) and
fewer big corporate tenants. But I'm glad I get to see my neighbors and walk to shopping. Thank you.
older establishments need to be cleaned up Lakeshore sidewalks are too narrow for current pedestrian traffic, need repairs
On Saturday you should close lake park and expand the farmers market...add more bathrooms.
Overall, each has improved over the past 10 years. I like the new restaurants that have come in and made the neighborhood more lively. I am
hopeful the new brew pub on Grand will not make Grand like Telegraph downtown (too busy).
Overall, it's a pretty good neighborhood.
Overall, not impressed with the eateries. And the feeling of invasion by posher places, and their popularity.
Parking - especially difficult on Grand Crime in the parking lot on Grand I prefer lakeshore- narrower streets so it's easier to cross. Just seems
like there are more businesses there that I like - though I think this may have to do more with parking. I can park at TJ's and do my grocery
shopping but also go to Arizmendi plus some other stores and then get a coffee at Peets and people watch. Not so easy to do on Grand.
Parking and a lack of pedestrian safety are the two major issues in all of these areas. Re: lack of pedestrian safety. For starters, and something
that could be implemented easily and affordably, EVERY PEDESTRIAN LIGHT SIGNAL SHOULD DEFAULT TO ALOWING PEDESTRIANS TO
CROSS! I cannot believe that many pedestrian signals require that pedestrians push a button in order to activate the pedestrian "cross signal" (the
little white walking person). In this day and age, and with the high number of elderly and children walking in these neighborhoods, it is borderline
criminal for a city to force the pedestrians to push a button to protect themselves from ongoing traffic. 2. The stoplight at Grand Ave. and Lake
Park Ave. DESPERATELY needs additional turn signals for drivers. It is currently incredibly dangerous to turn left at that intersection. PLEASE
READ THIS AND PASS IT ALONG TO THE TRAFFIC DEP'T!!!
Parking and traffic are the biggest problem with all of these. I suspect there's not much to be done about the traffic, but parking should be a major
part of any new development.
Parking is difficult, but understandable!! We've lived here for over 20 years and finally feel like this is a neighborhood we want to spend more time
in. It's a good mix of shops/restaurants and speciality places.
parking is hell.
Past mandana on grand I rarely shop, but lakeshore and lake park are good. Maybe a few too many dry cleaners or nail shops
Pedestrian scale walkable commercial district, variety of shops. I dislike the wide roads on Grand Ave and Lakeshore. Lakeshore feels nicer and
narrower, but both could be better with fewer traffic lanes, dedicated bike lanes, and wider sidewalks
Perhaps a bit more security. It seems like there are increasing criminal activities.
Predatory landlords wee vaporizers open containers and dual diagnosis crazy homeless roiling off neighbors . The biggest problem is the city of
Oakland has no services and is pushing people from downtown to renovate downtown and it pushes crime into Grandlake. This is a side of
gentrification that affects people with privilege but they have a hard time seeing. Property values decline in Adams point my property values
increase downtown because of this activity. The cost of renting and having a business goes up which forces local businesses to shut down and
corporate businesses to move-in. Check out Oakland' spokes dot com and click on moon
Pretty good mix. Noticing uptick in chain type of stores. Chain stores do not care about the community and do not make sense. Quickly,
men's Hair Salon, Wax Center, and now a fried chicken sandwich place. It tells me that the Landlords are greedy and don't care about the
quality or the community. Like - Lakeshore has a group of workers cleaning up streets each day in early am. Problems on Lakeshore early am
with aggressive mentally ill homeless people with little or no clothes defecating in store entrances, harassing customers sitting on bench in front of
Peets. Sidewalks need to be steam cleaned.
Pros: the majority of the residents, the variety of shops and restaurants and accessibility of them via walking, convenience to freeway, relatively
quiet neighborhood, liveliness on weekends Cons: poor/non-existent street cleaning, extreme difficulty parking due to customers and workers
taking up all of the RESIDENTIAL parking, inconsistent waste management pick-up, safety
Really dislike the lack of traffic enforcement on Lakeshore Ave from 580 to Mandana. Cars constantly blocking traffic to make illegal left turns/Uturns across the double yellow line. Pedestrians jay-walking. It is a dangerous situation. Would like to see traffic enforcement and clearer signage
that left turns are not allowed out of the Trader Joe's parking lot -- possibly some kind of barrier at the median. Perhaps better signage as well at
Trestle Glen intersection about how to access the trader Joe's parking lot from the Wesley entrance. too many illegal turns to get into trader joe's
parking lot.
Safe. Could be cleaner
Same as above. The commercial districts are ugly and gross. The big national players have moved in and chased out the small locally owned
businesses. There shouldn't be a single national fast-food place, but they're everywhere.
See above. Streetscape and curb appeal is awful. Not inviting. Smell of urine, feces, dog mess, etc. permeates the area constantly. Safety always
an issue. 2 rules in the retail world for chosing a site. 1) public saftey (nobody will locate in a high crime area at night 2) parking. people need
parking and to not have to walk more than 100 ft from their car. although it's good for neighborhood residents to be able to walk to Lakeshore/
Grand, we need people from outside the area to come shop in Lakeshore/Grand. On Grand, the stores (except the new clothing, alchemy, and a
couple of restaurants) are marginal and now well maintained. rarely go there for other than the aforementioned.
See prior answer.
Should have put in a dog park.
Sidewalk steam cleaning is sorely needed in all areas.
Sidewalks on Lakeshore are too narrow, that street needs to go on a proper road diet. Also those press this button to walk across the street
things should be uninstalled and the assumption should be that there are always pedestrians. You know, like most big cities.
Small local merchants and restaurants; lack of parking
Small town in big city; diversity of the people.
Some of the stores on Grand seem old and dirty.
Specialty shops
that stretch os Santa Clara needs to be completely redone. Those businesses are terrible and an eyesore
The area along Lake Park is a little gritty at times. Get the fast food places out of there.
The area past Safeway doesnt feel as welcoming to a pedestrian as the area south/west of Safeway. I rarely go past Safeway. That area has so
much potential to rethink that large street space. Bulb outs and wider sidewalks with outdoor seating could potentially enliven that areas.
The car-oriented nature of each detract from the customer experience and discourage me from patronizing the area. The chaotic wide streets, and
freeway on ramps make walking difficult.
the Farmers Market, TJs, Arizmendi, Boot & Shoe...there is a lot to like and choose from. There are too many people driving though and too many
cars trying to park - we need to go to back-in parking for bike safety and to help incentivize biking instead of driving.
The panhandlers can be annoying, but we are compassionate people. I strongly dislike the amount of square footage devoted to cell phone
competitors. Also a waste of space: GAP. That store seems devoid of shoppers. Ours is not a major clothes shopping district and should not
become one. How many nail shops does one neighborhood need? God, I miss The Burrito Shop!!!!
The Park is great. There is a wide variety of shopping
The problem with all of these areas is no parking. There are some nice shops and businesses, but I only go to a few because it is such a problem
to park. I have handicapped plates on my care and there are almost no blue spaces.
The public library is small and stuffy. It should be razed and a cafe on ground floor and a bigger more modern library on top. Children's park
needs redoing. That park should have more of a tie in with lake park area. Underpasses are hideous. Dirty, smelly scary.
the short cut at the "island" at grand & lake park in front of the building that wraps onto santa clara is a waste of space.
The store variety, the amount of restaurants
The traffic on each of those roads is much too intense. Cars turn across crosswalks without watching for pedestrians, especially when turning
right from Lakeshore to Lake Park. Lake Park feels like a pretty desolate car space. Lakeshore is improving but the sidewalks are too narrow.
Grand is improving as well, could use more trees.
The variety of restaurants is great.
The vibe on Grand Ave seems better of late. Was seeming kind of grungy.
The whole neighborhood has improved dramatically since I moved here 25 years ago. The only thing I dislike is the fact that it can get dirty with
trash overflowing the bins in weekends and trash sometimes thrown on streets. I'd also like to see the Kentucky Fried chicken on Lake Park gone.
It doesn't fit with rest of businesses in the area anymore.
There are good restaurants. Lakeshore has cute shops. Grand and Lake Park both have some crappy storefronts.
There are too many nail shops and massage parlors on grand avenue, both lessen the value of the neighborhood. And are those massage parlors
legit? I want an investigation. Love how lakeshore has a mix of chain and local shops.
There is a lot of filth in all of these areas due to mass population Lakeshore to mandala has a lot of space to walk it's freeing All of these areas are
wide open not as congested
There needs to be some 'employee parking' so that the customers can get to the stores and restaurants without circling the block a bunch of
times. The lot on Lakeshore near the freeeway entrance 580 could be made into a 8 hour metered lot, so that the employees can park.
These are great: wish there were more practical diversity. Post office is useless without a "weigh and mail yourself" machine and a stamp
machine. They do not have their act together over there.
They All Need A Face Lift. Need To have some charm & Continuity. Too many junky - useless shops. Need parking.
They all stink for parking and none are good for quick trips.
They are all one to me, and I think you left out Grand from 580 to Broadway along the lake.
This question is very broad and I don't want to spend a lot of time on it. I shop in the area go to restaurants and spend time sometimes at the lake.
All of those things are pleasant. Sometimes the lake smells really really bad.
To all above mentioned, I dislike the traffic & parking.
Too many shops that are run down. Need nicer shops
Too many beggars. Love the diversity of people and services Dislike dirty sidewalks Dislike oozing trash cans Love Arizmendi pizza
Too many cell phone stores. I wish Lake Park were fewer lanes and maybe one way (like Macarthur is on the other side).
Too many freakin' nail salons!! How do they all stay open? It's confusing to me. I would happily lose the KFC.
Too many nail salons and divey dark bars on grand. Too many cell phone stores. We did not need European wax center. Gross - and the glass
reception area?!?! Get rid of foot locker, subway, and the fake yogurt place (yogurt palace??) Love love love boot n shoe, sushi boat, theater,
Ike's shoe repair, Lin Jai, arizmendi, Mary's cleaners, and quickly. There should be free 5 minute parking spots for pick ups. I've not stopped
multiple times bc of no parking.
Too many nail salons on Grand. Too many chain stores/establishments on Lakeshore (chipotle, phone stores, blowout)
Too many nail salons,dry cleaners... Run down store fronts. Not as attractive walking and seated space for restaurants... The owners of buildings
need to step up here.
Too many nail salons. Lack of parking
Too many nail salons. I tried to count them and lost track.
Too many nail shops - it's gross
Too many nail shops. Dislike woodburning restaurants polluting our air. Love Peet's and Starbucks and Bagles. Arizmendi is awesome. Movie
theater is awesome. Love the independent shops, Ordinaire. Too many bars.
Too many repetitive businesses like dry cleaners and nail salons
Too many sketchy characters and noisy traffic along Lake Park. On Grand Ave there are some nice restaurants, Knimble, bookstore, etc., but also
way too many trashy stores in between the few good ones. We still have too many nail salons and hair salons and dry cleaners and dirty looking
eateries you'd never want to visit. Lakeshore has Trader Joe's, Arizmendi's, Maribel's, the tiny produce store, and Urban Indigo...but other than
that, there's no reason to ever go there just to walk around. It's not like College Avenue where you'd have fun just poking into shops.
Too much street parking, too many travel and turn lanes and the awful slip lanes from 580 onto Lakeshore and in front of the T mobile store. Also
the terrible freeway entrance and exits from Grand. Frankly that exit should be closed.
Too much trash and shabby people.
Trader Joe's, Arizmendi, bookstore Too many nail salons.
Traffic and no parking
traffic and wide streets in the first subdistrict. in the 3rd subdistrict, the cut-through of the Kwik Way parking lot is ESSENTIAL for pedestrian
connections! Please retain it with development of the site.
Traffic patterns on all street surfaces
Variety
Walk ability from my home is the thing I like best. Too much auto traffic & truck traffic is my biggest gripe.
Walkability, variety of shopping, eating, exercise options, nearby lake. dislike: Drivers who make illegal u-turns or disregard pedestrian right of
way.
way too many chain stores. Too oriented to car use from freeway.
we have a nice neighborhood. A couple of Beat Police walking around would be nice.
We spend most of our time and $$ on lakeshore. Spend most of our $$ there. Eat and shop there daily. In grand, it's primarily the movie theater,
Mischer chocolates, Ace and walden books. Also like the new French bakery.
Why are there so many copy stores on grand avenue?
Wider sidewalks on Grand Ave. and Lakeshore Ave. (especially In the area around Arizmendi) would be a good improvement - it's often difficult to
walk easily through the crowds and sidewalk tables.
Wish there were fewer cell phone stores and that Trader Joe's had better/safer parking. And better cheap restaurants.
would like two 15 min parking spaces on lakeshore similar to ones on grand for doing quick business or picking up take out
Xo

